
Name: _________________________ 
 

Let me show you what I know! 
Computer and Internet Vocabulary 

 
 
 

1. Mouse:  __J___ 

2. E-mail:  __C___ 

3. Cursor:  __P___ 

4. Laptop:  __N___ 

5. Internet address:  _KorG_ 

6. URL:  __G___ 

7. Chat Room:  __A___ 

8. Virus:  __D___ 

9. Password:  __B___ 

10. SPAM:  __E___ 

11. Blog:  __R__ 

12. Screen Name:  __Q___ 

13. Internet:  __O___ 

14. Web-site:  __i__ 

15. Monitor:  __L___ 

16. Cyberspace:  __M___ 

17. Username:  __F___ 

18. Keyboard: ___H__ 

A. a place where you talk by typing 

B. a secret word that only you and your 

parents know 

C. a letter you send through your computer 

D. a hidden program that can hurt your 

computer 

E. advertising that comes to your e-mail 

address 

F. a name you choose for yourself that isn’t 

your real name 

G. an Internet address (Uniform Resource 

Locator) 

H. the part of the computer you type on—it 

has a lot of buttons with letters and 

numbers 

i. a place on the Internet you can visit 

J. the little device that moves your cursor 

K. another way to say URL 

L. the computer screen 

M. the world that only exists in the computer 

and your head 

N. a little computer that’s easy to move 

O. a worldwide system of computers 

P. the flashing line or arrow on your monitor 

Q. another way to say “username” 

R. a journal you keep on the Web: short for 

Web log 
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